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WHERE TIME
IS IRRELEVANT

The first Israeli woman to swim the English Channel tells about the challenge

• TALI KORD

arlier this month, Avishag Turek, 42, from Kibbutz Shefayim became the second Israeli and the first Israeli woman to successfully
swim across the English Channel. She swam for 13V2 hours to span
the 45 km. from Dover to Calais, an amazing feat no matter how
you look at it.
Crossing the channel is considered one of the world's toughest swimming
challenges and Turek managed it on her first try. Her accomplishment was
meaningful not only for the wide community of open water swimmers in
Israel, nor only for the Make a Wish Israel foundation for which she raised
money as part of this project. More than anything else, it was an unexpected
personal accomplishment, 20 years in the making.
Turek was born and raised in Shefayim and swam competitively from an
early age. She loved the water and practiced swimming vigorously, and yet
something psychological kept her away from reaching the accomplishments
she set out for.
“I was under so much stress during the competitions, I just froze. I couldn’t
do anything about it,” she recalls. “It was very disappointing; feeling like my
body is strong and yet my mind can’t keep up with it.”
As a teenager she realized that her dreams of record breaking were not getting any closer, so she decided to just stop it all. She still kept herself around
water as a lifeguard and as a sports trainer in the IDF and working in summer
camps, but she didn’t consider that swimming. This went on for 20 years.
“When I was about 37 I decided to take my oldest daughter to swimming
lessons. I would sit by the pool and watch her, and I would see older peopie there, too, older than me, swimming. At that point I still said to myself,
‘don’t even think about it.'”
Around the same time her younger daughter, only a year old, was diagnosed
with juvenile diabetes. Turek quit her job in Ramat Gan, knowing that she
couldn’t keep working so far from Shefayim with her daughter’s condition.
She was out of work for six months and found that being unemployed
opened her mind to new things. In Turek’s case, a new-old thing in particular: swimming.
“Around that time I met Ori Sela, who has all kinds of crazy ideas, and he
convinced me to try open-water swimming,” says Turek. “He really worked
with me from A to Z. There’s no teacher quite like him.”
She had no experience with sea swimming at the time - how to work with
the high waves, how to navigate. “I would never have gone back to swimming
if it weren’t for him,” she insists.
After working through some smaller challenges, she decided to gift herself
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'As the mother of a diabetic
child, / know all about the
dark places you sometimes
get to in being a parent to a
child who's different. One day
I was approached by Make
A Wish Israel. Even before
they had a chance to explain
what exactly was involved, /
already knew I was in'

(Photos by: Alon Korek, Itay
Orenshtain, Hanan Ulner)
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